Engineering Ballot Box Vote Vetoed

The long-sought engineering ballot box vote was unexpectedly vetoed by Council in a 1 pm meeting Thursday that got underway shortly after 12 noon, but the move was blocked when administrative officials pointed out that election regulations require that two class officers be at each voting desk where a class election is being held.

Student President Lloyd Davis said that the election regulations were not contained within the student association constitution. They are issued annually he said, to class officers in the form of a memorandum.

Outlines Plans

Engineering students planned for the establishment of a separate engineering fraternity on the traditional platform planks of campus politics. He said that duplicate voting lists will have been prepared, and that Honor Council members were available to observe and to check against any possibility of double voting. Davis added that other council members had approved the separate ballot box earlier, and estimated that as much as 50 per cent of the engineering vote was being lost because engineering students either did not have schedules arranged to allow time for voting or did not want to make the long trek.

Naval Officers Will Interview Pilot Candidates

In conjunction with the gigantic expansion program of the Navy Air Corps, three representatives of the Naval Aviation Cadet Selection Board, Dallas, will be here Thursday and Friday to interview Institute students as possible applicants for enlistment into the naval air arm, it was announced yesterday.

With the beginning of the expansion program, the Selection Board, the territory of which includes Texas and Oklahoma, was given a quota of more than 120 men per month. The branch command, Houston, senior member of the Board, announced that qualified applicants may enlist immediately.

No Advance Orders For Invitations

Seniors will not have to place advance orders for invitations this year, Cooperative Store Manager Ben Hulie said Thursday. A large number of invitations will be available on or before April 20, and there is no danger of shortage.

Two types of invitations are available this year, each adapted to suit different classes, and leather-covered invitations at 90 cents each.
The Rockwell Lectures

The Rockwell Lectures this year offer the student body the opportunity of hearing one of America's leading interpreters of philosophical thought dis-

covering what is currently one of modern philosophy's greatest problems—the basic question of the relation of science and religion.

Dr. Hooking, teaching in the Physics Amphitheatre Tuesday, Wed-

nesday, and Thursday evenings, has the brilliant intellect, the mature schol-

arship, and the unusual quality of lectures dealing with problems of such funda-

mental importance.

Set aside at least one evening for your own intellectual profit, and hear the

basic questions of science and religion.

Harvey Angstrom

Statement to the Student Body

More action, less talk.
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By Buck Wright

ELECT-

NANCY ALLEN BLAkEMORE

VICE-PRESIDENT

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

By Back Wright

The first game. He had been sent to the bench twice before in three years of varsity competition. Inci-

Candidates Speak:

This is the first time I have ever run for a class office here at Rice, but I am not lacking in experience. My platform is clean politics, and if I am elected, I will do everything possible to put the junior class on top.

Thanks, Father Nicot

I believe that I am capable of serving the best interests of our class as junior vice-president. I am asking your vote and support in return for my pledge of fairness and industry in dealing with class affairs.

Katherine Wakefield

Class of '45

I would appreciate your support in the forthcoming election for senior vice-president.

J. Benton Davis

ELECT-

MELVIN CAMPBELL

Soph-Sec-Treas.

Hel held over! the H-JINKS hilarity hit that’s got Houston joshing on the smackerdo! GARY COOPER

and "SUGARPUSS" HERSELF BARBARA STANWYCK

IN

“BALL OF FIRE” MAJESTIC NOW!
The holder of three degrees from Harvard and various honorary degrees from other leading universities in this country and Britain, Dr. Hacking is without doubt one of the leading philosophical thinkers of the times, having been active in philosophical and sociological problems since his graduation from Harvard.

He holds the honor of having been selected the Gilford Lecturer in the philosophy of the University of Glasgow in 1937 and 1939, a distinction held by only three other American philosophers prior to his selection. In addition, Dr. Hacking held the Hibbert Lectureship at Oxford and Cambridge in 1938, an honor also shared by few American teachers.

Dr. Hacking is also a member of the American Philosophical Association, the American Academy of Political Science, the American Political Science Association, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

He is also the author of numerous volumes on philosophy and religion, political science, and psychology, being editor and co-author of "Thinking Mathematics" and in the same year conducted a general survey of the problems of existence.

Voluntarily, thus far, he has conducted a general survey of the world, on which he has written several books.

The question of this war is, then, whether we already existing world dominated by one selfish group for its own interest, or will all people be allowed to rule themselves? Solving this is not difficult for the United Nations if they win, for a military central dominating system will not be hard to construct; but if the United Nations win, their problem is much more complex. We want to establish many sovereign nations again without a big boss.

The League of Nations proved ineffective mainly because it was not voluntary, and thus lacked the spirit of support and interest by the associated nations and people. Any autocratic blueprint or solution by experts set down upon the nations and people of the world will be of this nature. A permanent solution can only arise from an organic voluntary union which must slowly take shape.

Isolationism Out

Summing up his views about peace, if it is to be furnished, must consider this solution with the view that we Americans want to establish many sovereign nations again without a big boss. The League of Nations proved ineffective mainly because it was not voluntary, and thus lacked the spirit of support and interest by the associated nations and people. Any autocratic blueprint or solution by experts set down upon the nations and people of the world will be of this nature. A permanent solution can only arise from an organic voluntary union which must slowly take shape.

Attention! Class of ’45

Elect BETTIE LOU JOHNSON

junior class representative the student council

Elect BENTON DAVIS

Your PRESIDENT
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contesting for the association vice-presidency.

Junior Class Election

Sophomore candidates for class officers are: for president, John Benton Davis, Malcolm Mary, Jack McCown; for vice-president, Betsy Atkinson and Betty Bills; and secretary-treasurer, Melvin Campbell, Jack Dickson, John Mackenize, and Stylon Munt. Aspirants to the student council furnish almost half of Monday’s candidates. Running for the four senior positions are Ann Boosinger, George Carabba, Eugenie Gatt, Larry Dickson, and Elizabeth Land.

Sophomore seeking positions as junior class councillors are Jane Barlow, Peggy Bents, Dallas Hewitt, Bettie Lou Johnson, Margaret Morrison, Gordon Kelly, Maybelle Smith, and Joyce Winning.

Newest Decca Recordings!
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